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This book is written for students of English who are interested in the history of the
language and would like to read an accessible but also comprehensive and reasonably
detailed introduction. Apart from basic information about language change and the IndoEuropean background of English, it gives an outline of the major periods of the
language (Old English, Middle English, Early Modern English and Late Modern
English), with a brief examination of the perspectives of present-day English. Each
period chapter provides information about the socio-historical background, the core
areas of linguistic structure, discourse, speech acts and genres, and concludes with
study questions and exercises.
This accessible introductory reference source surveys the linguistic and cultural
background of the earliest known Germanic languages and examines their similarities
and differences. The Languages covered include:Gothic Old Norse Old SaxonOld
English Old Low Franconian Old High German Written in a lively style, each chapter
opens with a brief cultural history of the people who used the language, followed by
selected authentic and translated texts and an examination of particular areas including
grammar, pronunciation, lexis, dialect variation and borrowing, textual transmission,
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analogy and drift.
The History of English Spelling “Fifty years ago, G. H. Vallins contributed a book on
spelling to the Language Library. Since then, there have been several major surveys,
and new opportunities to explore the history of English words. The time is therefore ripe
for a fresh presentation, and this is what George Davidson has done, building on the
huge collection of historical data amassed by Christopher Upward, and giving it
narrative shape. I have been waiting for a source-book like this for a long time, and I’m
delighted that it has found a place in this series.” David Crystal, Language Library
series editor Few languages are riddled with as many spelling inconsistencies and
irregularities as English. Why is there such dissonance between the sounds of English
and the spelling used to represent them? The answer lies in the history of the language
itself. The History of English Spelling reveals the rich and complex history of Modern
English spelling, tracing its origins and development from Old English up to the present
day. The book provides a highly detailed, letter-by-letter analysis of the Old English
basis of Modern English spelling, followed by in-depth coverage of the contributions
from French, Latin, Greek and the many other languages that have contributed to
current orthography. Upward and Davidson also explore events in the socio-political
history of England as the setting for developments in spelling, along with the works of a
number of lexicographers (especially Johnson and Webster), and various proposals for
spelling reform. The History of English Spelling reveals the richness of the complex and
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often frustrating alphabetic spelling system used in the English language. A
complementary website with additional research material can be found at
www.historyofenglishspelling.info
This is the first book-length study of the four penitentials composed in Old English. This
book argues that they are also important to our understanding of how written law
developed in early England. This book considers their backgrounds and shows how
they illuminate obscure passages in better-known Old English texts.
A student's introduction to the first centuries in the history of the English language. The
first edition of &quote;An Introduction to Old English&quote; was written by Richard
Hogg. The second edition has been revised by Rhona Alcorn. Combining a wide variety
of short texts with a coherent and up-to-date assessment of the forms of language
which remain as the foundation of English today, this introduction offers a unique study
of Old English in context. It is designed for students unfamiliar with the earliest stages
of the English language and provides a basis for further study of the history of the
language to the present day. All the basic elements of Old English are covered,
including nouns, adjectives, verbs, syntax, word order, vocabulary and sound values.
Wherever possible comparisons are drawn between Old English and the present-day
language, but also with other related languages such as Dutch, German and French.
There are also chapters introducing Old English poetry and dialect variation, as well as
a chapter looking at what happened to the language after the Norman Conquest.
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The volume provides an in-depth account of Old English, organized by linguistic level.
Individual chapters investigate the state-of-the art in the linguistics of Old English and
explore key areas of debate such as dialectology, language contact, standardization,
and literary language. The volume sets the scene with a chapter on pre-Old English
and ends with a chapter discussing textual resources available for the study of earlier
English.
This Companion has been thoroughly revised to take account of recent scholarship and
to provide a clear and accessible introduction for those encountering Old English
literature for the first time. Including seventeen essays by distinguished scholars, this
new edition provides a discussion of the literature of the period 600 to 1066 in the
context of how Anglo-Saxon society functioned. New chapters cover topics including
preaching and teaching, Beowulf and literacy, and a further five chapters have been
revised and updated, including those on the Old English language, perceptions of
eternity and Anglo-Saxon learning. An additional concluding chapter on Old English
after 1066 offers an overview of the study and cultural influences of Old English
literature to the present day. Finally, the further reading list has been overhauled to
incorporate the most up-to-date scholarship in the field and the latest electronic
resources for students.
A History of Old English LiteratureJohn Wiley & Sons
Unlike other histories of the English language, this introduction cuts away traditional
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divisions into old, middle and modern English to chart the rise of and changes in
standard English. It covers the English and historical background, changes in
phonology, vocabulary and syntax, and offers close analyses of individual texts of
English from a wide range of periods. The final chapter focuses on the place of English
as a world language and the growing array of the varieties of English spoken today. A
useful appendix gives definitions of technical terms and phonetic symbols.
In A History of Old English Meter, R. D. Fulk offers a wide-ranging reference on AngloSaxon meter. Fulk examines the evidence for chronological and regional variation in the
meter of Old English verse, studying such linguistic variables as the treatment of West
Germanic parasite vowels, contracted vowels, and short syllables under secondary and
tertiary stress, as well as a variety of supposed dialect features. Fulk's study of such
variables points the way to a revised understanding of the role of syllable length in the
construction of early Germanic meters and furnishes criteria for distinguishing dialectal
from poetic features in the language of the major Old English poetic codices. On this
basis, it is possible to draw conclusions about the probable dialect origins of much
verse, to delineate the characteristics of at least four discrete periods in the
development of Old English meter, and with some probability to assign to them many of
the longer poems, such as Genesis A, Beowulf, and the works of Cynewulf. A History of
Old English Meter will be of interest to scholars of Anglo-Saxon, historians of the
English language, Germanic philologists, and historical linguists.
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The History of English provides an accessible introduction to the changes that English
has undergone from its Indo-European beginnings to the present day. The text looks at
the major periods in the history of English, and provides for each a socio-historical
context, an overview of the relevant major linguistic changes, and also focuses on an
area of current research interest, either in sociolinguistics or in literary studies.
Exercises and activities that allow the reader to get 'hands-on' with different stages of
the language, as well as with the concepts of language change, are also included. By
explaining language change with close reference to literary and other textual examples
and emphasising the integral link between a language and its society, this text is
especially useful for students of literature as well as linguistics.
Orosius rewrote the history of the world from a Christian perspective, which became
one of the most widely-read accounts of world history through late antiquity and the
Middle Ages and an important influence on much later writing of history. Sometime in
the late ninth or early tenth century an Anglo-Saxon scholar embarked on his own
translation and adaptation of Orosius's History. This Old English version survives only
in two manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh century.-Pioneering examination of the Old English version of Bede's Historia ecclesiastica and
its reception in the middle ages, from a theoretically informed, multi-disciplinary
perspective.
This bestselling text by Charles Barber recounts the history of the English language
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from its ancestry to the present day.

Originally published in 1977, Old English and Middle English Poetry provides a
historical approach to English poetry. The book examines the conditions out of
which poetry grew and argues that the functions that it was assigned are
historically integral to an informed understanding of the nature of poetry. The
book aims to relate poems to the intellectual and formal traditions by which they
are shaped and given their being. This book will be of interest to students and
academics studying or working in the fields of literature and history alike.
The Earliest English provides a student-friendly introduction to Old English and
the earliest periods of the history of the English Language as it evolved before
1215. Using non-technical language, the book covers basic terminology, the
linguistic and cultural backgrounds to the emergence and development of OE,
and the OE vocabulary that students studying this phase of the English language
need to know. In eight carefully structured units, the authors show how the
vocabulary of Old English contains many items familiar to us today; how its
characteristic poetic form is based on a beautiful and intricate simplicity; how its
patterns of word building and inflectional structure are paralleled in several
present day languages and how and why the English language and its literature
continued to change so that by the mid-12th century the English language looks
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more like the 'English' that we are familiar with in the 21st century. Features of
the book include: the provision of accessible guides to some important 'problem
topics' of classical OE stimulating cross-linguistic comparisons, e.g. the pronoun
system of OE as compared with the pronoun system of present day Dutch
cleverly laid out translation exercises, with structural help in the form of selective
glossaries careful division into eight units, designed for both classroom use and
self-study Written in a clear and accessible manner, The Earliest English
provides a comprehensive introduction to the evolution of Old English language
and literature, and will be an invaluable textbook for students of English
Language and Linguistics.
From the riddling song of a bawdy onion that moves between kitchen and
bedroom to the thrilling account of Beowulf's battle with a treasure-hoarding
dragon, from the heart-rending lament of a lone castaway to the embodied
speech of the cross upon which Christ was crucified, from the anxiety of Eve,
who carries "a sumptuous secret in her hands / And a tempting truth hidden in
her heart," to the trust of Noah who builds "a sea-floater, a wave-walking / Oceanhome with rooms for all creatures," the world of the Anglo-Saxon poets is a place
of harshness, beauty, and wonder. Now for the first time, the entire Old English
poetic corpus—including poems and fragments discovered only within the past
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fifty years—is rendered into modern strong-stress, alliterative verse in a masterful
translation by Craig Williamson. Accompanied by an introduction by noted
medievalist Tom Shippey on the literary scope and vision of these timeless
poems and Williamson's own introductions to the individual works and his essay
on translating Old English poetry, the texts transport us back to the medieval
scriptorium or ancient mead-hall, to share a herdsman's recounting of the story of
the world's creation or a people's sorrow at the death of a beloved king, to be
present at the clash of battle or to puzzle over the sacred and profane answers to
riddles posed over a thousand years ago. This is poetry as stunning in its vitality
as it is true to its sources. Were Williamson's idiom not so modern, we might think
that the Anglo-Saxon poets had taken up the lyre again and begun to sing once
more.
The History of English: An Introduction provides a chronological analysis of the
linguistic, social, and cultural development of the English language from before
its establishment in Britain around the year 450 to the present. Each chapter
represents a new stage in the development of the language from Old English
through Middle English to Modern Global English, all illustrated with a rich and
diverse selection of primary texts showing changes in language resulting from
contact, conquest and domination, and the expansion of English around the
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world. The History of English goes beyond the usual focus on English in the UK
and the USA to include the wider global course of the language during and
following the Early Modern English period. This perspective therefore also
includes a historical review of English in its pidgin and creole varieties and as a
native and/or second language in the Caribbean, Africa, Asia, and Australasia.
Designed to be user-friendly, The History of English contains: chapter
introductions and conclusions to assist study over 80 textual examples
demonstrating linguistic change, accompanied by translations and/or glosses
where appropriate study questions on the social, cultural and linguistic
background of the chapter topics further reading from key texts to extend or
deepen the focus nearly 100 supporting figures, tables, and maps to illuminate
the text 16-pages of colour plates depicting exemplary texts, relevant artefacts,
and examples of language usage, including Germanic runes, the opening page of
Beowulf, the New England Primer, and the Treaty of Waitangi. The companion
website at www.routledge.com/cw/gramley supports the textbook and features:
an extended view of major aspects of language development as well as
synopses of material dealt with in a range of chapters in the book further sample
texts, including examples from Chaucer, numerous Early Modern English texts
from a wide variety of fields, and twenty-first-century novels additional exercises
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to help users expand their insights and apply background knowledge an
interactive timeline of important historical events and developments with linked
encyclopaedic entries audio clips providing examples of a wide range of accents
The History of English is essential reading for any student of the English
language.
This book is a major reader of Old English, the language spoken by the AngloSaxons before the Norman Conquest. Designed both for beginning and for more
advanced students, it broke new ground in two ways, first in its range of texts,
and second in the degree of annotation it offers. The fifty-six prose and verse
texts include the established favourites such as The Battle of Maldon and King
Alfred's Preface to his Pastoral Care, but also others which have not before been
readily available, such as a complete Easter homily, Aelfric's life of Saint
Aethelthryth and all forty-six Durham proverbs. Headnotes establish the literary
and historical contexts for the works that are represented, and reflect the rich
cultural variety of Anglo-Saxon England. Modern English word glosses and
explanatory notes are provided on the same page as the text. Other features
include a reference grammar and a comprehensive glossary.
The British Isles are home to a vast range of different spoken and signed
languages and dialects. Language continues to evolve rapidly, in its diversity, in
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the number and the backgrounds of its speakers, and in the repercussions it has
had for political and educational affairs. This book provides a comprehensive
survey of the dominant languages and dialects used in the British Isles. Topics
covered include the history of English; the relationship between Standard and
Non-Standard Englishes; the major non-standard varieties spoken on the islands;
and the history of multilingualism; and the educational and planning implications
of linguistic diversity in the British Isles. Among the many dialects and languages
surveyed by the volume are British Black English, Celtic languages, Chinese,
Indian, European migrant languages, British Sign Language, and Anglo-Romani.
Clear and accessible in its approach, it will be welcomed by students in
sociolinguistics, English language, and dialectology, as well as anyone interested
more generally in language within British society.
Old English is a companion to Old English studies and to historical studies of
early English in general. It is also an introduction to Indo-European studies in the
particular sense in which they underpin the history of English. Professor Roger
Lass makes accessible in a linguistically up-to-date and readable form the IndoEuropean and Germanic background to Old English, as well as what can be
reconstructed about the resulting state of Old English itself. His book is a bridge
between the more elementary Old English grammars and the major philological
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grammars and recent interpretations of the Old English data.Old English
assumes a basic knowledge of phonetics and phonology, the elements of
syntactic and morphological theory, and an introduction to historical linguistics.
An extensive glossary gives definitions of the major technical terms used.
Featuring numerous updates and additional anthology selections, the 3rd edition of
Introduction to Old English confirms its reputation as a leading text designed to help students
engage with Old English literature for the first time. A new edition of one of the most popular
introductions to Old English Assumes no expertise in other languages or in traditional grammar
Includes basic grammar reviews at the beginning of each major chapter and a “minitext”
feature to aid students in practicing reading Old English Features updates and several new
anthology readings, including King Alfred’s Preface to Gregory’s Pastoral Care
Informed by multicultural, multidisciplinary perspectives, The Cambridge History of Early
Medieval English Literature offers a new exploration of the earliest writing in Britain and
Ireland, from the end of the Roman Empire to the mid-twelfth century. Beginning with an
account of writing itself, as well as of scripts and manuscript art, subsequent chapters examine
the earliest texts from England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales, and the tremendous breadth of
Anglo-Latin literature. Chapters on English learning and literature in the ninth century and the
later formation of English poetry and prose also convey the profound cultural confidence of the
period. Providing a discussion of essential texts, including Beowulf and the writings of Bede,
this History captures the sheer inventiveness and vitality of early medieval literary culture
through topics as diverse as the literature of English law, liturgical and devotional writing, the
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workings of science and the history of women's writing.
This book, the second volume in A Linguistic History of English, describes the development of
Old English from Proto-Germanic. Like Volume I, it is an internal history of the structure of
English that combines traditional historical linguistics, modern syntactic theory, the study of
languages in contact, and the variationist approach to language change. The first part of the
book considers the development of Northwest and West Germanic, and the northern dialects
of the latter, with particular reference to phonological and morphological phenomena. Later
chapters present a detailed account of changes in the Old English sound system, inflectional
system, and syntax. The book aims to make the findings of traditional historical linguistics
accessible to scholars and students in other subdisciplines, and also to adopt approaches from
contemporary theoretical linguistics in such a way that they are accessible to a wide range of
historical linguists.
This book is designed especially for the literary student of English, and provides a single
compact grammar primarily concerned with Classical Old English, rather than the other Old
English dialects. The book takes a descriptive approach and avoids assuming a knowledge of
Germanic philology. The introduction provides a minimum background of knowledge and
indicates the kinds of evidence on which the grammatical description is based.
Anglo-Saxon prose and poetry is, without question, the major literary achievement of the early
Middle Ages (c. 700-1100). In no other vernacular language does such a vast store of verbal
treasures exist for so extended a period of time. For twenty years the definitive guide to that
literature has been Stanley B. Greenfield's 1965 Critical History of Old English Literature. Now
this classic has been extensively revised and updated to make it more valuable than ever to
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both the student and scholar.
This innovative and intriguing introduction to Old English literature is structured around what
the author calls ‘figures’ from Anglo-Saxon culture: the Vow, the Hall, the Miracle, the Pulpit,
and the Scholar. An innovative and intriguing introduction to Old English literature. Structured
around ‘figures’ from Anglo-Saxon culture: the Vow, the Hall, the Miracle, the Pulpit, and the
Scholar. Situates Old English literary texts within a cultural framework. Creates new
connections between different genres, periods and authors. Combines close textual analysis
with historical context. Based on the author’s many years experience of teaching Old English
literature. The author is co-editor with Seamus Heaney of Beowulf: A Verse Translation (2001)
and recently published with Blackwell Lady Godiva: A Literary History of the Legend (2003).
Volume 5 covers the dialects of England since 1776, the historical development of English in
the former Celtic-speaking countries, and English other countries.

An edited volume which addresses problems encountered in gathering and
analysing data from early English.
This revised edition of A History of Old English Literature draws extensively on
the latest scholarship to have evolved over the last decade. The text incorporates
additional material throughout, including two new chapters on Anglo-Saxon
manuscripts and incidental and marginal texts. This revised edition responds to
the renewed historicism in medieval studies Provides wide-ranging coverage,
including Anglo-Latin literature as well as non-canonical writings Includes new
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chapters on manuscripts and on marginal and incidental texts Incorporates
expanded coverage of legal texts and scientific and scholastic texts, now treated
in separate chapters Demonstrates that the field of Anglo-Saxon studies is
uniquely placed to contribute to current literary debates
Combining literary analysis and theoretical linguistics, Tiffany Beechy's timely
and engaging study provides a critical reassessment of Old English texts that
challenges the distinction between Anglo-Saxon prose and verse, ultimately
recognizing an inherent poetic nature present in all Old English texts. While the
poetic nature of Beowulf, due to the regular meter and heroic story, is
recognized, this study demonstrates that poetry is a more widespread
phenomenon than previously thought; poetic patterning can be found across the
Old English corpus, both in verse and in so-called prose. Informed by
Jakobsonian linguistics and oral theory, Beechy's analysis focuses on the text
itself to identify unique poetic strategies. This demonstration includes a
comparison between King Alfred's Old English version of Boethius' Consolatio
Philosophiae and the Latin original; the poetic quality of prose homilies; poetic
epistemology in law codes, riddles, and charms; and unconventional poetics
even in traditional verse texts, such as the short lyric 'Deor' and the long poem
Christ I. The Poetics of Old English brings interrelated developments in linguistics
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and literary theory to the study of Anglo-Saxon language and culture, showing
that Old English texts, when considered at the level of language, are surprisingly
sophisticated.
This timely introduction to Old English literature focuses on the production and
reception of Old English texts, and on their relation to Anglo-Saxon history and
culture. Introduces Old English texts and considers their relation to Anglo-Saxon
culture. Responds to renewed emphasis on historical and cultural contexts in the
field of medieval studies. Treats virtually the entire range of textual types
preserved in Old English. Considers the production, reception and uses of Old
English texts. Integrates the Anglo-Latin backgrounds crucial to understanding
Old English literature. Offers very extensive bibliographical guidance.
Demonstrates that Anglo-Saxon studies is uniquely placed to contribute to
current literary debates.
It appears that literary work possesses eternal temporal validity due to its
autonomous aesthetic value, whereas criticism provides points of view having
temporary and transitory significance. Despite such claims, the vector of
methodology in our series of books, dealing with the history of English literature,
relies on Viktor Shklovsky, T. S. Eliot, Mikhail Bakhtin, and especially Yuri
Tynyanov, whose main reasoning would be that literature is a system of
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dominant, central and peripheral, marginalized elements – to us, “tradition”
(centre) versus “innovation” (margin) engaged in a “battle” for supremacy,
demarginalization, and the right to form a new literary system – and the
development or historical advancement of literature is the substitution of systems.
Roman Jakobson and French structuralism, on the whole, later Linda Hutcheon,
with her “system” and “constant”, and Bran Nicol with the “dominant”, to say
nothing about Itamar Even-Zohar and his theory of polysystem, to a certain
extent Julia Kristeva, and even Homi Bhabha – as well as our humble
contribution, by means of the books in the present series, we would like to
believe – maintain Tynyanov’s line of thinking and concepts alive, which have
developed and emerged nowadays more like a kind of “neo-formalism”.
The History of Early English provides an accessible and student-friendly
introduction to the history of the English language from its beginnings until the
end of the Early Modern English period. Taking an activity-based approach, this
text ensures that students learn by engaging with the fascinating evolution of this
language rather than simply reading about it. The History of Early English:
Provides a comprehensive introduction to early, middle and early modern
English; Introduces each language period with a text from writers such as
Chaucer and Shakespeare, accompanied by a series of guiding questions and
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commentaries that will engage readers and give them a flavour of the language
of the time; Features a range of activities that include discussion points,
questions, online tasks and preparatory activities that seamlessly take the reader
from one chapter to the next; Is supported by a companion website featuring
audio files, further activities and links to online material. Written by an
experienced teacher and author, this book is the essential course textbook for
any module on the history of English.
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